THE USAF UPPER HEYFORD STORY: 2
1970 to 1981
1970
September The Oxford Times (below) reports a protest from the parish council
and school regarding the noise from the new Super Sabre jets.
The F-111 jets arrive, making it “the largest fighter base in Europe”.
The new jets are considerably noisier than any previous aeroplanes
used by the USAF. Pilots are advised to avoid overflying Steeple Aston.
1974

USAF adopt new noise abatement path for take-off. Jets will no
longer fly over the village but on a line between Steeple and Middle
Aston, roughly over the chicken farm. This becomes known as the
“Chicken Run”.

1976

Rate reduction of £10 announced to compensate for noise.

1979

Three planes lost over Scotland, Boston and above sea near Hull.
6 crew perish.

1981

F-111 crashes on base during take-off.

August 1974
SAL reports a Parish Meeting held in response to public
feeling that the jets are not sticking to the “Chicken Run”
flight path. It is attended by three Base officers and a MoD
liaison officer. Deputy Base Commander Colonel Anderson
admits some failings but says “It’s better one of ours flying
over than one of theirs”. Strong feelings are expressed,
particularly about the noise over the school. Colonel
Anderson says he cannot promise anything but will do
what he can to alleviate the noise problem.
January 1975
Meeting with PC representatives and “several” colonels
from the base who explain that there needs to be
20,000 hours of flying each year, amounting to 35 flights
per day. They assert that they will usually follow
agreements about flight path and timing but reserve the
right to alter them in the interests of safety. The Base
requests villages let them know about important
scheduled events at the church and school such as
funerals and concerts.

US service personnel at the base in 1968

1972 Air show at Upper Heyford

March 1975. Master Sargeant Tilison of 18 Bradshaw
Close is appointed liaison officer.
1976
SAL carries letters and notices of families returning to the
U.S and appreciative of their time in SA and the UK.
September 1978
A letter from Alan Pattinson (extracts from it, right)
states that there is a “conspiracy of silence” about the
true nuisance of the Base. Several letters, mostly critical
of his view, supporting NATO and outlining the benefits
of the Base to the area, appear in the October edition.
November 1981
SAL reports that PC requests “some form of
compensation (insulation, more rate reduction) for the
increased noise over the last two years.
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